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Abstract- Bayesian Network is a graphical model, which contains a part that be able to be depict as a graph. Duplicate data 
detection is the major important task in the data mining, in order to find duplicates in the original data as well as data object. 
Detection of duplicated data can be performed to any places that are the important part in the large database. To perform the 
hierarchical organization of duplicate data detection in a single relation that is useful to XML data. In existing system uses a 
method called XML join operation works in tree, graph data or hierarchical table/data. But the schema mapping is more 
complex. So we proposed a superior technique called XMLDup mainly used in Bayesian network to launch the conditional 
probability between two different XML elements being duplicates. Derive the given conditional probability by applying the 
model called Support vector machines (SVMs) that is investigates the XML Duplicate data object. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Bayesian networks are also called as belief networks or Bayes nets are in the right place to the family of 
probabilistic graphical models [1]. This graphical structure is represents the knowledge about an uncertain domain. In 
particularly, each and every node in the graph represents a random variable and the edge between two the nodes 
represent probabilistic dependencies along with the corresponding random variables. In this paper we choose the 
Bayesian networks model because the reasons meant for our choice are multiple.  

 

Fig 1: Bayesian networks (BNs) 
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First we take actual class of models on which to show and apply our dreams or ideas and also to evaluate the 
resultant algorithms. Second, we want to use probability theory to the foundation, which is a new theory that have 
withstood the test and has befallen to one of the cornerstones of the sciences. 

Bayesian networks are provides a graphical formalism to symbolize dependency among the variables in a 
probability distribution models. Bayesian networks are a directed acyclic graph (DAG). In above fig: 1 shows the 
Bayesian networks model that can be used to computes any probability in the probability distribution model represented 
by the network P(H, C,T, R,W) [2]. Using the Bayesian network we can compute any value in the probability 
distribution like P(H, C,T, R,W) = P(R|C,T)P(W|T)P(C|H)P(H)P(T). 

The reasons for choosing Bayesian networks for the following ideas: 

1. BNs are graphical models that capable of displaying relationships with naturally and clearly. 
2. They are directional, able to represents the cause effective relationships. 
3. They are capable of handles ambiguity. 
4. They handle uncertainty while the recognized theory of probability. 
5. They used to represent indirect in additions to direct causation. 

2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In existing work is effort to find duplicate data detection in hierarchical level. Existing system includes a duplicate 
detection in the single relation data like tree and graph [3]. This is deal with XML data model [4] [5] [6] and focus on 
hierarchical tables. This uses the XML join operations that is achieve estimated joins in XML databases. The process of 
join operation [7] can be managed based on joint probability distribution that is explained in below.  

2.1 Joint probability distribution in XML 

Mostly Bayesian networks are represented using joint probability distributions. The fundamental assumption is 
underlying structure to the problem modeled that can be captured within a BN, i.e., that is not every node connected to 
any other node. Few parents for every node is called Sparse Bayesian networks, that is represents probability 
distributions.  Considering the Bayesian network models that containing n node called, X1 to Xn use in that order. The 
particular value in the joint probability distribution is represented by P(X1 = x1; X2 = x2; …… Xn = xn), or more 
compactly, P(x1; x2; …; xn). The joint probabilities are represented in the following way: 

 

This above format is reduces to, 

 

The example can be shown below and its simplify using joint probability expressions.  
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The Xml Data Model does not supporting the adding or inserting values. For this reason, using an Xml Data Model 
in a list is only useful in favor of prototyping purposes. In this proposed system works based on XML Duplicate 
detection approach [8], furthermore second one is to detect the XML duplicate data object as well as data in the structure. 
The expression of XML data uses a Bayesian network to represent the data and method used for detecting duplicates [9]. 
This Bayesian network demonstration is a directed acyclic graph. Support vector machines (SVMs) models with 
associated learning algorithms are used to analyze the XML Duplicate data object. The fundamental SVM takes the set 
of input data and exact result for each input data from learning initial phase, it takes two outcomes for each input data 
that is positive and negative class forms of output creation. 

Assumptions of this SVM and XMLDup model can be explained below: 

1. Two XML objects are duplicates if their root nodes are duplicates. 
2. The fact that two nodes are duplicates depends only on the fact that their values are duplicates and their children 

are duplicates. 

3.1 XMLDup & SVM conditional probability 

The duplicate data are detected using four steps of process in conditional probability (CP). 

CP1: If the nodes contains duplicate values means each and every attributes as duplicate values else all nodes have 
the original XML data. 

CP2: That the many child nodes in the tree are having higher probability values rather than the parent nodes, it is 
considered as duplicates. 

CP3: In this case the two nodes of attributes duplicate are detected. 

CP4: The probability of the position of nodes of the related category individual duplicates identified that every pair 
of individual nodes in the set is duplicates. 
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   (c)       (d) 

Fig 2: Conditional Probability processes

4. CONCLUSION 

The XMLDup is an effective method for XML duplicate data detection in Bayesian Networks. This model requires 
the very little parameterization so it is efficient for hierarchical table. SVM machine learning algorithm derives four 
condition probability processes so this provides higher effectiveness in all tested databases.  

In future research we extend the model for compare the XML objects with different structures. 
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